100-Mile Awards

All recipients of SERA Awards and Recognitions must be a member of SERA and only the ride results achieved as an active SERA member apply. Only results from SERA sanctioned rides apply. Ride results from years prior to the 2009 ride year do not apply. A ride year is December 1 - November 30.

100 Mile Club

All horse/rider teams that complete 3 or more one-day 100 mile rides in a single ride year

Bronze 100-Mile Award

One day 100-Mile completions of a single horse across multiple ride years apply

3 one-day 100-Mile completions

If the horse has multiple riders, combined results of SERA member riders are used

The horse must be nominated with supporting documentation to SERA no later than December 15 of the year in which the horse reached the milestone.

Silver 100-Mile Award

One day 100-Mile completions of a single horse across multiple ride years apply

6 one-day 100-Mile completions

If the horse has multiple riders, combined results of SERA member riders are used

The horse must be nominated with supporting documentation to SERA no later than December 15 of the year in which the horse reached the milestone.
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Gold 100-Mile Award

-One day 100-Mile completions of a single horse across multiple ride years apply

-10 one-day 100-Mile completions

-If the horse has multiple riders, combined results of SERA member riders are used

-The horse must be nominated with supporting documentation to SERA no later than December 15 of the year in which the horse reached the milestone.

First 100 - Sponsored By RiteBalance, Sudi Lenhart and Nolan Whitesell, and Mane Street Pet and Horse

-Rider have completed his or her first one-day 100 in the current ride year

-Two-day 100s do not count

-Member must self-nominate to Laurie Underwood at laurie.a.underwood@gmail.com with supporting documentation by December 15